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Sonos – Smart Speakers with Sonos App and Google Assistant 
(See product list at end of chart for models)

Infringement of the ‘867 patent
Claim 1 Evidence
1. A method of using 
a first electronic 
device to operate a 
second electronic 
device in real time, 
while the second 
device is not 
physically connected 
to the first device, and
is only intermittently 
local to the first 
device, comprising:

The Sonos smart speaker and Sonos App perform a method of using a first 
electronic device to operate a second electronic device in real time, while the 
second device is not physically connected to the first device, and is only 
intermittently local to the first device.

For example, the Sonos App running on a Google Assistant-enabled mobile 
device can be used to control a Sonos smart speaker via voice commands given 
by a user.

 [2]

Several models of Sonos smart speakers can be controlled by voice commands 
using a Google Assistant-enabled device (e.g. Android and iOS smartphones).
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Roam ‘/

The portable smart speaker for all your

listening adventures.

Move ‘/

The durable, battery~powered smart

speaker for outdoor and indoor listening.

One

The powerful smart speaker with voice

control built in.

Beam

The smart, compact soundbar for TV,

music. and more. 
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[1]

Several models (e.g. Beam, Arc, One) have Google Assistant built-in, which can 
be used to control other types of smart devices around the home such as smart 
TVs, smart ovens, etc. [10][11][14][15]
When the Sonos smart speaker is used for voice control of other smart home 
devices, the Sonos smart speaker acts as the first device and the other smart 
home device acts as the second device.

 [10]
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More than music

Voice control for TV

Turn on the TV with your voice using the

Google Assistant on Sonos Beam. With

Chromecast. you can also control apps,

such as Netflix. YouTuhe. and Starz.

Connect everything

Smart home control

The l[Boogie Assistant works with hundreds

of home appliances and other smart

devices. Set your Nest thermostat or dim

your Philips Hue lights using your yoice.

Control your smart home Get mwara Manage your schedule

"He! 5009'?!- preheat the "Hay Google. stop the 'Hey Google. add dimer

oven and wmdownthe music and tell mewho tomycalendaron

memostat' Ada Lovelace was' Saturday at 8 PM' 
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